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Summary: 

In this paper, the applicability of flow and gauge sensors are investigated in an industrial vapour phase soldering 

oven. The investigated oven represents a common application of the methodology in the industry on both 

prototyping and production levels. The sensor components are chosen according to previous findings, the results 

are compared with each other according to the detected phases of heat-level vapour phase soldering, the 

understanding of the received plots in fusion with the temperature readings and the state of the oven in terms of 

sealing quality of the workspace.  
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1. MOTIVATION AND DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

Vapour Phase Soldering technology is an interesting and promising reflow method applied in surface 

mount technology and in selected electronics assembling processes. The condensation based heat 

transfer and the preparation of the heat transfer medium is totally different than in the conventional 

convection-based reflow ovens so novel solutions are required to investigate the medium used for heat 

transfer [1]. We continue our previous investigations with the application of different pressure sensors 

in the vapour environment. It was previously presented, that the flow sensors are able to show saturated 

vapour dynamics, also it was later clarified, that with modern piezoelectric gauge pressure sensors, the 

validation of the process phases becomes even more precise [2]. Now the two methods are compared in 

a heat-level based vapour phase soldering oven. The experimental setup is presented in Figure 1, where 

an Asscon Quicky 450 heat level (HL-VPS) oven is retrofitted with an additional pair of hoses attached 

together with a K-Type thermocouple and immersed to the same level as where the printed circuit board 

assembly (PCBA) is lowered during heating. 

 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup based on Q450 oven  
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For the final results we apply K-type thermocouples with 2 mm solid conductor covered by insulation 

PFA layer allowing application in the operating range between -75 °C to +250 °C (ideal for lead-free 

reflow temperatures) with the precision of ±1 °C. We apply flow-type differential pressure sensors from 

Sensirion (SDP series – different sensors tpyes investigated for range and resulting signals) and gauge-

type Honeywell HSD sensor with a heat resistant silicone hose with 2 mm inner diameter. We interfaced 

the sensors with National Instruments LabVIEW software for data acquisition. 

2. RESULTS 

Figure 2 presents a special case, where the gauge sensor is used to investigate the ramp up period of the 

HL-VPS profile – the peak here is representing the temperature saturation as well. The figure is focused 

on the difference between the sealed state and semi-sealed/non-sealed states of the oven. The pressure 

plots are distinguishably different at different states. The final paper will present results of the flow 

sensor in comparison with the gauge results, also the matching parts of the HL-VPS phases in 

comparison with the temperature recordings. 

 

Fig. 2. Ramp-up period of a HL-VPS process recorded with gauge pressure sensors with different 

oven sealing states 
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